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The future of the bank branch: A round-table discussion on their recent report, 

with Louise Brett and Harvey Lewis (Deloitte), and with Derek French  

(Campaign for Community Banking) and Jeff Prestridge (Mail on Sunday). 

 

Held on Wednesday, September 9, 2014, from 12:30-2:15pm. 

At the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT),  

6th floor, The Corn Exchange, 55 Mark Lane, EC3R 7NE. 

 

Is there a good business case against massive branch closures? That was the thrust 

of the round-table, which was informed by Deloitte‟s well-received Bricks and Clicks 

report.  

Answers to that question varied, but there were two common points of consensus: 

first, the vanilla, one-size-fits-all approach to branch banking is doomed (and quite 

rightly); and second, the future for banking is „multi-channel‟, meaning banks must be 

able to offer their customers a mix of internet, mobile, telephone and branch banking 

services. 

All well and good, but does that mean banks should cut branch numbers until we are 

left with a small number of branches in only the busiest parts of the country? “No”, 

according to the Deloitte report – but only if banks are truly prepared to tailor their 

branches in response to customer needs.  

That may sound like an easy line, but the report is rooted in a rigorous data analysis. 

That analysis identifies seven micro-market segments (e.g. „super conurbations‟ or 

„struggling blue-collar districts‟) within which branches are situated. Customer needs 

and expectations vary across these segments, meaning that banks should adapt 

their branch locations, lay-outs and product offerings to reflect the customer profiles 

associated with each segment. Doing so will help to attract the three quarters of 

customers who, according to Deloitte research, say that they still make use of branch 

services. 

There is a real risk of a self-fulfilling prophesy here: banks fail to invest in their 

branches or  tailor them according to customer needs; customers, faced with a 

dwindling number of vanilla branches, stop using them altogether; and banks, in 

response to dwindling footfall and fewer in-store product sales, close branches 

completely. 
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It was pointed out that the analytical tools and data sources used in the report had 

existed in the market for some time. Are banks are already using these tools when 

making decisions about branch closures? If so, the number of branch closures may 

already reflect banks‟ estimations of both present demand and potential demand in 

the future. 

It was also noted that there had been past (failed) efforts to turn bank branches into 

„destinations‟ – e.g. Abbey National‟s deal with Costa Coffee. This was not what the 

report had in mind when it called for greater alignment between branches and the 

specific market segments in which they are situated. 

Several options were discussed for retaining branches while cutting costs – banks 

could share branch space, for example, or introduce small „kiosk‟ branches in busy 

areas to serve face-to-face transactions. The supermarket challenger banks, by 

virtue of their high-footfall stores, may also be well placed to revitalise branch 

banking (though none have shown any appetite for doing so). 

Ultimately, however, the view at the end of the discussion was that the next five 

years will see more of the same – extensive branch closures, with low-level 

innovations to improve those that remain.  

 

 

 


